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Abstract

First-order reversal curves (FORCs) are a characterization technique for magnetic

materials used in a wide range of research fields. Since their first application in the

Earth Sciences two decades ago, their importance in science has been continuously

growing and new experimental techniques have been subsequently designed based on

the original idea of FORCs. Nonetheless, very recent experimental works on very well

designed and simple magnetic structures demonstrate that even for the most simple

cases the interpretation of FORC data lacks understanding. In this work, we address

this problem analytically, explaining the meaning of maxima, minima and noisy tails

and set a strategy to extract the interaction field between magnetic structures. The

origin of this interaction field is often the magnetostatic energy, however, we propose

that this strategy could be applied for estimating exchange interactions too.

1. Introduction

First-order reversal curves (FORCs) are a characterization method for hysteretic

materials originally developed for identifying magnetic domain states of natural sam-

ples used in paleomagnetic studies [1, 2]. Due to their simplicity and potential appli-

cation to other disciplines, the use of FORCs rapidly spread to other research fields in

which characterization of hysteresis behaviour, in particular magnetic hysteresis, plays
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a central role [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Nevertheless, after two decades of experimental ap-

plication, many theoretical investigations [10, 11, 12, 13] and even the development

of novel techniques extending the original FORC concept (SORCs, tFORCs, rFORCs

etc.) [14, 15, 16, 17] there still exists a lack of understanding as to how to comprehen-

sively interpret experimental FORC data.

FORCs are an extended version of major Hysteresis Loop (HL) analysis. A HL

measures the path of the magnetization as a function of an external magnetic field;

typically the field is varied from a positive field (HS) sufficient to yield a saturation

magnetization (MS), to a negative saturating field. This yields a 2-dimensional data set

m(HA), where HA represents the magnetic fields at which the magnetization (M) has

been measured and m =M/MS is the reduced magnetization. Starting from a positively

saturated state, FORCs are a series of partial hysteresis curves, where the magnetic field

is reversed at HA, before negative saturation is reached [2]. This yields a 3-dimensional

data set m(HA,HB), where HB represents the magnetic field values along each FORC.

The FORCs map out the interior of the HL, recording more information than the major

HL alone.

Contrary to a HL measurement where m(HA) is used to represent the magnetic

properties of a given material, and often characterised in terms of parameters such as

saturation, remanence, coercive force and squareness [18, 19, 20], in FORC analysis

the unprocessed m(HA,HB) measured data are rarely displayed [21, 22, 23]. Instead,

the second mixed derivative of m(HA,HB) is calculated to obtain the FORC function

ρ(HA,HB) =− 1
2

∂ 2m(HA,HB)
∂HA∂HB

. ρ(HA,HB) is displayed as a contour plot [2]. This plot is

commonly presented with a 45◦ rotation with the (HA,HB) axes replaced by (HC,HU ),

where the HC axis corresponds to −HA = HB, and the HU to HA = HB. The simplest

case of a FORC diagram ρ(HA,HB) for a hysteretic magnetic material is a contour plot

in which all values are null, but a single positive peak located on the HC axis.

Interpreting the meaning of ρ(HA,HB) is the main task in FORC analysis. For in-

stance, in paleomagnetism, the shape of this maximum is used to identify the magnetic

domain states, e.g., single domain (SD), pseudo-single domain or multidomain (MD),

of the magnetic minerals contributing to the magnetic signal of a sample [24, 25]. Such

information can be used to characterise the recording fidelity of the remanent magne-
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tization in rocks [26, 27]. The positions of maxima on the HC axis are assumed to

represent the switching field distribution while the distribution in the HU axis is used

to identify and potentially quantify magnetic interactions between magnetic structures

[28, 29]. However, FORC diagrams are usually more complicated than simple contour

plots with a single maximum. FORCs often consist of several prominent maxima and

minima (negative peaks), often with noisy ‘tails’. The meaning of all features in the

FORC distributions are not fully explained in the literature or their explanation is still

debated, e.g., the case of minima [30, 31].

Recently, FORCs have been applied to very simple and well defined magnetic struc-

tures with the aim of addressing a comprehensive understanding of the different signals

a FORC diagram could exhibit. Some examples are two parallel nano-stripes with a

tunable distance between them [31], parallel micro-wires [32] or a coreshell microwire

[33]. These three examples demonstrate that there are still clear gaps in our understand-

ing of FORC distributions, even though their widespread use over last two decades in

range of different systems. For example, these three articles show there exist more

maxima than magnetic structures, that the position of those maxima clearly differ from

their expected coercive fields, and that the presence of negative peaks lack explanation.

To address this problem, we present a simple analytical study of two interacting

nanostructures that can be directly compared with the experimental results in [31, 32,

33]. We interpret the different FORC signals that appear in our results, including the

minima, and provide a strategy to determine the interaction field between two simple

magnetic structures.

2. MODEL

We consider the analytical study of a simple and well-defined magnetic system:

two elongated magnetic nanostructures (NS1 and NS2) set parallel to each other and

with uniaxial magnetic anisotropy along the elongation axis. The nanostructures are

not identical, and we set the magnetization and the coercive field of NS1 and NS2 as

M1 = 2M2 and HC2 = 5HC1. Specifically, coercive fields are taken as HC1 = 10 and

HC2 = 50 arbitrary units (a.u.). The saturation magnetization (MS) of both NS is the

same, however, it is considered that their cross section area is not. Thus, the wider NS
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(NS1) has larger M but lower coercive field. The length of both structures is the same

and each NS is assumed to be uniformly magnetized.

The distance separating the nanostructures determines the strength of the interac-

tion field (Hint ) acting between them due to their respective dipole fields. The strength

of the interacting field of NS1 acting on NS2 (Hint1−2) is different to the recipro-

cal Hint2−1. For simplicity, we consider the mean interaction field Hint = (Hint1−2 +

Hint2−1)/2 acts equally on both NS. The existence of Hint modifies the intrinsic coercive

fields HC of each NS to the real observed one in a experiment H ′
C as H ′

C1 = HC1 ±Hint

and H ′
C2 = HC2 +Hint respectively. The interaction field favors the anti-parallel mag-

netization configuration. Because NS1 has the lower HC, it can be either augmented

or reduced by the interaction field while NS2 is always augmented. Specifically, the

interaction field reduces the applied magnetic field required to produce the antiparal-

lel magnetic configuration as |HC1| → |H ′
C1| = |HC1| − |Hint | and increases the corre-

sponding one to create the parallel configuration as |HC1| → |H ′
C1| = |HC1|+ |Hint | or

|HC2| → |H ′
C2| = |HC2|+ |Hint |. In this work, we consider two extreme cases for the

distance between the nanostructures: 1) they are isolated so as to be non-interacting

(Hint = 0 a.u.), and 2) the distance between them is close enough to be strongly inter-

acting (e.g. Hint = 10 a.u.). These two considerations mimic the experimental config-

urations presented in [32, 31]. Analytical FORC solutions are easily constructed for

such a system using the method of Heslop and Muxworthy [34] for regularly gridded

data m(HA,HB).

3. Results

Results for the non-interacting case (Hint = 0a.u.) are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a

displays the m(HA,HB) values in a hysteresis-like plot. The upper branch of the ma-

jor loop is highlighted in red, while the different FORCs are shown in blue diamonds.

Green arrows indicate the path of the magnetization. Fig 1b represents the same infor-

mation as Fig 1a but in a heat map that more easily identifies the domain state of the

system, with different colours representing the total magnetization and consequently

each of the different possible magnetic states. These domain states are also indicated

by pairs of arrows representing the magnetization of NS1 and NS2. The longer arrow,
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the bigger M, with the color of the arrows representing NS1 and NS2, black and blue,

respectively. Fig. 1c represents the corresponding FORC density ρ(HA,HB).

The FORC density ρ(HA,HB) exhibits two maxima, labeled as HC1 and HC2. The

positions HA and HB of the maxima match the coercive fields of the non-interacting

magnetic structures NS1 and NS2, hence, their names. The FORC density value at

HC1 ( ∼ 0.12 a.u) is higher than that at HC2 (∼ 0.06 a.u) because M1 > M2. The

position of these peaks is highlighted in Fig. 1b with circles labeled as T1 and T2

respectively. Comparing both plots, it can be seen that there exists a positive FORC

signal (maximum) only at the points where threshold (domain-switching) fields exist

in both HA and HB.

Starting from a positive saturation field value the magnetization of both structures

points parallel to the (positive) field direction (yellow region). The field needs to be

decreased below −HC1, i.e., HA ≤ −HC1, to switch the magnetization of NS1 into the

anti-parallel configuration indicated by the orange region. If the field HA is decreased

below −HC2, then NS2 reverses too and the parallel configuration in the negative field

direction is achieved (green region). On increasing the magnetic field in the positive

direction, NS1 magnetization switches back at HB ≥HC1, either from the parallel (green

region) or anti-parallel configuration (orange region). This remains true even if we

decrease HA beyond that shown in our plot. Therefore, the minimum fields required to

produce the magnetization switching away from, and back to the magnetically positive

NS1 state are HA =−HC1 and HB = HC1, respectively, and it is at this position that the

maximum HC1 appears in Fig. 1c. The same explanation applies the FORC maximum

at HC2, which is related to the switching of NS2. Thus, we can define the maxima in

Fig. 1c as the beginning of the transitions T1 and T2 in Fig. 1b.

Introducing the interaction field (Hint = 10a.u) significantly alters the magnetic

behaviour of the system (Fig. 2) compared to the non-interacting case (Fig. 1). In this

case the FORC diagram (fig. 2c) exhibits 3 different maxima as well as a minimum. We

also show for comparison the non-interaction maxima as black dots that demonstrates

that neither of these match the intrinsic coercive fields of the interacting nanostructures.

The position of the three maxima are highlighted in fig 2b with circles labeled as T1,

T2 and T3, and the minimum with a cross also labeled as T1.
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Figure 1: Non-interacting case. a) Magnetization versus field in a HL-like plot. The red line depicts the
upper branch of the HL, and the blue line and symbols the FORCs. Green arrows indicate the path of the
magnetization. b) Magnetization colormap in terms of the applied field (HA) and the FORC (HB). The upper
white triangle is outside measurement space. Arrow pairs indicates the magnetic state of the system in the
corresponding color region. Black and blue arrow correspond to NS1 and NS2 respectively. Black circles
highlight the starting HA and HB values required to produce a magnetic transition (T1 or T2). c) FORC density
plot; interaction HU and coercive axes HC are displayed for completeness.
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Starting from a positive saturation field value (Fig. 2b), the magnetic domains of

the interacting system align parallel to the positive field direction (yellow region). The

field needs to be decreased only to −H ′
C1 = −HC1 +Hint , i.e., HA ≤ −H ′

C1, in order

to switch the magnetization of NS1 and create an antiparallel configuration (orange

region). In order to switch the magnetization of NS2 to form the negative parallel con-

figuration (green region), the field needs decrease to −H ′
C2 = −HC2 −Hint . Magneto-

static interactions prevent NS1 from switching at the same field value HB independently

of the HA value, as observed in the non-interacting case (Fig. 1). With interactions,

switching from the antiparallel configuration (orange region) to the positive parallel

state (yellow region) occurs at HB ≥ HC1 +Hint , and switching back from the negative

parallel configuration (green region) to the antiparallel state (purple region) occurs at

HB ≥ HC1 −Hint . Thus, NS1 does not always switch to the positive state at the same

HB value, but it will vary with HA. These two features give rise to the two maxima

T1 and T2 in the FORC diagram in Fig. 2c. Notice that T1 starts at the position as the

circle labeled as T1 in Fig. 2b is, and it remains at the same HB for a certain range of

HA values. Nevertheless T1 has an end at HA =−H ′
C2 (cross in Fig. 1b) and a minimum

appears in the FORC diagram as a consequence (Fig. 1c). We can assert that when a

minimum appears just below a maximum value it likely signifies the end of the above

transition. This result relates maxima and minima in the FORC density plot to transi-

tions from a particular domain state, and whilst pairs of positive and negative points on

the FORC diagram have been reported before [35, 36], they are usually attributed to

nucleation and annihilation processes in vortex and multidomain systems [37]. Indeed,

the antiparallel configuration considered in this work is similar to a vortex state.

HA values lower than −H ′
C2 always exhibit a switching field for NS1 at HB ≥

HC1−Hint . Therefore, the FORC density plots a maximum corresponding to T2, but no

minimum will be seen below it, i.e., T2 has no negative pair. Importantly, both T1 and

T2 represent the minimum field required to switch the magnetization of NS1 back to

the initial (positive) state, but due to magnetostatic interactions, the switching field is

different if going from the parallel to antiparallel configuration than in the opposite di-

rection. We have shown, therefore, that FORC diagrams clearly allow us to distinguish

both switching fields for the same nanostructure.
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Figure 2: Interacting case. a) Magnetization versus field in a HL like plot. The red line depicts the upper
branch of the HL, and the blue line and symbols the FORCs. b) Magnetization colormap in terms of the
applied field (HA) and the FORC (HB). The upper white triangle is outside measurement space. Arrow
pairs indicates the magnetic state of the system in the corresponding color region. Black and blue arrow
correspond to NS1 and NS2 respectively. Black circles highlight the starting HA and HB values required to
produce a magnetic transition (T1,T2 or T3). The black cross highlights the HA and HB fields at which T1
ends. c) FORC density plot; interaction HU and coercive axes HC are displayed for completeness. Double-
headed arrows indicated the effect of the interaction. For comparison the non-interaction maxima (Fig. 1c)
are plotted as black dots.
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The distance between the T1 minimum (cross) and the maximum T2 (circle) is

twice the mean interacting field, as shown in Fig. 2c with the double headed arrow. We

suggest that this signal in the FORC diagram could be used to experimentally determine

the mean interaction field between two NS, such as the experimental results presented

by Groß et al. [31] to which the results in Fig. 2 show a remarkable similarity. Using

this approach and the data shown in Fig. 2 of Groß et al. [31], we estimate the mean

interacting field to be Hint ∼ 0.4 Oe. The intrinsic coercive fields of the isolated NS

can also be recovered from the FORC diagram of the two interacting NS. The intrinsic

coercive field of the 30 µm strip in [31] can be calculated with this methodology as

HC ∼ 1.5 Oe; the measured value is ∼ 1.25 Oe (Fig. 1 of [31]).

The maximum T3 represents the switching field of NS2. This switching field is

modified by the interaction field as H ′
C2 = HC2 +Hint . However, it is still possible to

recover the intrinsic coercive field of NS2, because the interacting field can be deter-

mined as described above. We estimate the intrinsic coercive field of the 10 µm stripe

in [31] to be ∼ 2.6 Oe, compared to the measured value of ∼ 2.2 Oe (Fig. 1 in [31]).

We have assumed the mean interaction field is acting equally on both NS, therefore,

there is a small inherent inaccuracy in our estimation of the coercive fields of the 30

and 10 µm stripes in [31]; the interaction field of the wider NS is stronger than its cor-

responding counterpart. Assuming that interaction field produced by the 30 µm stripe

is three times stronger than the one of the 10 µm stripe, the intrinsic coercive fields are

HC ∼ 1.3 Oe and HC ∼ 2.4 Oe respectively, which is slightly closer to the measured

value of ∼ 2.2 Oe (Fig. 1 in [31]).

The strategy presented above can be applied to more complex systems such as

the coreshell microwire presented in [33]. In this case the mean interacting field is

Hint ∼ 1.5 mT. However, the origin of this field is not necessary from the magnetostatic

energy alone, but likely includes a weak negative exchange interaction between the

inner wire and the shell.

In this work we do not observe any ‘noisy tails’ as are commonly seen experimen-

tally [31]. This is because our model is an exact analytical model. In contrast, in FORC

experiments, below a maximum there will almost always exists a repeatability error in

the determination of HB field at which the magnetic transition indicated by the max-
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imum above occurs. This will give rise to a tail of random maxima and minima for

a range of Ha values like if the transition is continuously ended and resumed. This is

important because often such area of noise is filtered out, whereas in fact it constraints

useful information for the existence of a domain transition. In experimental data we

might expect to see such tails below each maxima, and its absence might then indicate

a false maxima.

4. Conclusions

We have performed an analytic study of a very simple and well-defined magnetic

system consisting of two elongated parallel magnetic nanostructures. We have calcu-

lated FORC diagrams for both non-interacting and interacting cases. In both cases

maxima in the FORC density plots are due to the beginning of irreversible magnetic

transitions (Figs. 1 & 2). For the interacting case, we have shown that a minimum that

appears below a maximum, i.e., differing HA fields and the same HB field, likely identi-

fies the end of the above transition. When a transition starts at a different HB field value,

but the same HA, then an extra maximum appears in the FORC diagram. The distance

of between the minimum and the new maximum represents approximately twice the

mean interacting field. Using this interpretation the mean interaction field between two

nanostructures can be determined.

There is the potential that this FORC diagram analysis could be extended to other

slightly more complicated systems than the one considered here. In [33] the FORC

diagram structure exhibited by a coreshell microwire is very similar to the one pre-

sented in this work, where NS1 and NS2 are replaced by the inner and outer shells. In

that system, the dominant interaction field is most likely due to the exchange coupling.

Nonetheless, the interaction strength can be measured within the procedure presented

in this work.
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